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Abstract
This paper will be a combination of my theoretical and experimental work toward Bridgewater
State Universities first Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) for laser cooling and trapping of neutral
atoms in order to study fundamental quantum mechanical behavior of Rubidium (Rb) atoms.
The goal of the theoretical aspect is to complete details of well-established works on how the com-
plicated quantum, atomic, and electromagnetic (laser) interactions required to understand the de-
sign and operation of the MOT reduce to the physics and mathematics of a damped oscillator. This
is made explicitly clear using familiar damped oscillator systems, such as a spring/mass/damping
or pendulum/mass/damping (ie swing set!), where intuitive understanding and experience will help
future BSU researchers understand the sophisticated physics and operation of the MOT.
The goal of the experimental aspects is toward the implimentation of a new experimental designs
for BSU’s MOT. The MOT chamber, vacuum system, Rb atom source, and magnetic confine system
is provided by a recently purchased ColdQuanta miniMOT through the MassTech LEAP grant. I
added my own streamlined, more compact, and efficient optical system that is significantly based
on the ColdQuanta’s design. Last, due to increased fiber-optics capabilities at BSU and as part of
the new engineering program, I began modification of the free-space laser system to a one that is
deliver by fiber optics.
MOTs have significant use throughout academia and industry, and cold atoms have exciting new
applications including as the fundamental qubits for next generation quantum computers owing to
the exciting potential of Prof. Deveney’s BSU MOT program.
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Figure 1. This is a figure of the six 780 nm laser beams crossed in the vacuum chamber used for
the MOT. The beams are on resonance in order for alignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bridgewater State University is far on the road to completing its first Magneto-Optical
Trap (MOT) for the laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms. The MOT is a well-
established standard and workhorse for laser cooled and trapped cold atoms [1] and was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1997 [2]. In 2001, a second Nobel Prize was awarded
for achieving the Bose-Einstein condensate of neutral atoms starting from cold atoms by
laser cooling and trapping [3]. Today, cooling and trapping techniques and cold atoms find
applications in quantum engineering ranging from atomic clocks [4], one, two, and three-
dimensional optical lattices for studies of superconductivity [5], all the way to quantum
computers with cold atoms as qubits [6]. Recently, US legislation have created programs
such as the National Photonic Initiative and the National Quantum Initiative [7]. As a
result, projects are underway to create new collaborations such as research, education, and
workforce programs in order to develop new technologies based on the quantum mechanical
behavior of light and matter toward these exciting applications. Laser cooling and trapping
techniques and cold atom physics are now ubiquitous in R1 graduate programs, National
Laboratories, and industries throughout the US. Despite this, it is uncommon for under-
graduates to have access and experience designing, building, and fully characterizing an
entire laser cooling and trapping system including physical properties of the cold atoms. As
a result of BSU’s MOT program, BSU has positioned itself to be an integral player in all of
3
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the emerging technologies and quantum engineering initiatives.
I have been an integral member of Professor Deveney’s group of undergraduate researchers
working toward BSU’s first laser cooling and trapping MOT. As a member of the BSU team,
I have already made significant contributions to this endeavor. For example, in the spring
of 2018 I successfully coordinated the effort to add a scanning laser absorption spectroscopy
probe for MOT and cold atom temperature measurements. I also performed significant
optical alignment and power optimization for the six-beam laser (optical) system shown in
Fig. 1 in 2019.
My theoretical contribution builds on the work of BSU student Daniel Blais’ (2018) thesis
detailing work that shows how the precisely prepared and controlled counter-propagating
lasers beams cools atoms. I briefly highlight Daniel’s results. In order to trap the cold
atoms, I work through some of the theoretical aspects of work that establishes how these
counter-propagating laser beams, if interacting with the atoms in a spatially varying ex-
ternal magnetic field, provides, in addition to the cooling, trapping at the intersection of
all the beams. The goal of the theoretical aspect is to complete details of well-established
works that establish how the complicated quantum, atomic, and electromagnetic (laser)
interactions required to understand the design and operation of the MOT reduce to the
physics and mathematics of a damped oscillator. This is made explicitly clear using famil-
iar damped oscillator systems, such as a spring/mass/damping or pendulum/mass/damping
(i.e. swing set!), where intuitive understanding and experience can lead to helping future
BSU researchers understand the sophisticated physics and operation of the MOT.
These goals can be seen in Fig 2. On the left is an image of six-trapping laser beams
crossed and fluorescing as a demonstration of the technique used to laser cool atomic Rb (at
the crossing center) in the current version of the BSU MOT. The physics and mathematics is
complex involving the quantum mechanics of atoms interacting with laser (electrodynamic)
fields as well (at later stages) external electromagnetic fields. On the right is an image of a
child/mass on a swing set/pendulum. Intuitively, owing to air resistance and the fact that
the seat is attached to the pivot of the swing itself, eventually the mass comes to rest at
the bottom located by the swing. The physics and mathematics of the MOT operation is
related: The six-trapping beams damp the oscillations of the atoms thus cooling, and the
interaction with the external electromagnetic field provides the center of the damping and
thus spatial trapping of the atoms at the center where all the beans intersect.
4
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Figure 2. This figure illustrates the theoretical goal of my thesis: that the physics and mathematics
of a MOT is equivalent to a swing set decaying to a central position. Here, decay is equivalent to
an atoms cooling and localization is equivalent to the atoms trapping.
The goal of the experimental aspect is toward the new experimental designs for the BSU
MOT. We implemented a new system using ColdQuanta’s miniMOT and a periscope plate
heavily inspired by ColdQuanta’s design. In this new system, the MOT chamber, vacuum
system, Rb atom source, and magnetic confinement system is provided by the miniMOT, Fig
3. Lastly, due to increased fiber-optic capabilities at BSU, I began modification of the free-
space laser system to one that is delivered by fiber optics. This means the next-generation
BSU MOT is compirsed now of the miniMOT compact system, my streamlined periscope
plate, the new fiber optic capabilities, and a theoretical picture of operations that is as easy
as swinging on a swing set.
Figure 3. This is a picture of ColdQuanta’s miniMOT taken from ColdQuanta’s website.
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II. THEORY
A. Why cold atoms?
A MOT uses a combination of optical and magnetic forces to cool and trap neutral atoms,
respectively. Using these forces and employing the doppler effect, the atoms can be cooled to
very low temperatures, that close to absolute zero (or on the order of microkelvin). The goal
is to create cold atoms whose de Broglie wavelength approaches laboratory scale parameters.
Here it is possible to exploit and engineer the quantum mechanical aspects of the atoms.
In the simplest of terms, fundamental quantum mechanical studies, quantum technologies,
and quantum engineering take advantage of or exploit the wave-like and sometimes deeper
entanglement properties of particle, including atoms. The wave nature of particles was first
describe by Loius deBroglie in 1924. For a given particle of mass m, and velocity, v, there





where h is Planck’s constant and γ is the relativistic figure of merit (approximately 1 at
nonrelativistic speeds). This shows that the wavelength of a given particle is proportional
to 1
p
where p is the momentum of the particle. Relating this to the Kinetic theory of gasses






where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Assuming the velocity is determined by the temperature
from Eq 2, we can substitute it into Eq 1. After preforming some simplifications, we see










By this logic, if we lower the temperature of the particle, the wavelength of the particle will
increase drastically. At room temperature, the wavelength of the atom is much to small for
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us work with (on the order of the size of the atom itself, about 1 Angstrom). If the atom
is cooled, then it’s wavelength can be increased to macroscopic length, about a micron or
10−6m; known as laboratory scale.
By this simple evaluation, we see that the motivation to cool and trap atoms is to in-
crease their wavelength to macroscopic laboratory scale. This is done in order to perform
fundamental investigations of the wavelike nature of particles and to work with engineering
applications that take advantage of the wavelength and quantum aspects of the atoms.
BSU’s MOT is this laser cooling and trapping system to produce these cold atoms,
within laboratory scale wavelengths, to exploit these quantum mechanical properties. Here
cooling is achieved by the lasers in the MOT. If temperature is a measure of the kinetic
energy of the oscillating atoms, damping the oscillation will lead to cooling. Our precisely
detuned counter-propagating lasers damp the amplitude of the atoms oscillation just as air
resistance damps the amplitude of a swing set. Within the MOT, trapping is achieved
by the implementation of anti-Helmholtz coils. Without the external magnetic field, the
counter-propagating lasers cool across the entire overlapping section. In order to confine all
of these colds atoms into one small spot (and so that they can be cooled in other degrees of
freedom (ie directions)) the laser-atom interactions must act like a restoring force about the
center of the system. This is achieved by the application of an external magnetic field. If in
an anti-Helmholtz configuration, the MJ quantum number of the atoms is Zeeman shifted
in a linear fashion. When the detuned counter-propagating lasers are oppositely circularly
polarized, the beams will spatial confine the atom about the traps center, just as a gravity
tend to restore the swing back to the center (bottom) of the swings motion.
B. Mathematical Model
The purpose of this section is to derive the equations of motion and solutions to the well
known damped harmonic oscillator seen as the mass attached to the spring with damping
ad the pendulum with air resistance. You can see the free body diagrams in Fig 4(a)(b),
respectively.
The position of the atoms in a MOT can be modeled as the well-known damped harmonic
oscillator shown in Fig. 5. Here, a mass m, whose position is given by x(t), is subject to two
distinct forces; a spring (providing a linear restoring force) characterized by k [N/m] and a
7
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Figure 4. This shows how there is a mathematical equivalence to (a) mass attached to a spring
with damping, (b) a pendulum with damping, and (c) the magneto-optical trap (where the orange
lines are the laser and the circles are the magnetic coils).
dashpot (providing a viscous damping force) characterized by c [Ns/m]. In the MOT, the
lasers provide the viscous damping force through the Doppler effect and the anti-Helmholtz
magnetic coils cause the restoring force through Zeeman shifting.
Let’s find the solutions to Fig. 5(a), so we can create Fig. 5(b). Applying Newton’s
second law to the free body diagram in Fig. 5 goes as follows:∑
Fspring = −cẋ− kx = mẍ (5)∑
τswingset = −bθ̇ −
g
L
θ = Iθ̈ (6)
where Fdrag = −cẋ is the damping force and Fspring = −kx is the restoring force. The second
equation is newtons second law for a pendulum where −bθ̇ is drag and − g
L
sin(θ) is gravity.
We can do some rearranging here to get into the form of a homogeneous second order liner
differential equation. It is also helpful to substitute the damping and restoring coefficients










Bringing all the terms to one side and subbing the above coefficients into Eq. 38 yields this
second order linear differential equation:
ẍ+ 2βẋ+ ω2x = 0 (9)
θ̈ + 2βθ̇ + ω2θ = 0 (10)
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Of course the coefficients for the pendulum are in terms of different variables, but I will
leave that to the reader (PHYS414 Advanced Experimental Lab). The dynamical equation
of motion, x(t), is found by analyzing the auxiliary equation of Eq. 9. This is found by
letting x = eλt, a guess of the actual motion, and solving for the first and second derivatives.
Doing this and substituting it into Eq. 9 yields the auxiliary equation as follows:
λ2 + 2βλ+ ω2 (11)
To find the roots of this equation, we apply the quadratic formula. This gives us roots of λ
as:
λ = −β ±
√
β2 − ω20 (12)
The determinate of the Eq. 12 will determine the type of oscillation that will occur. If
β2 > ω2, we will have the case of an overdamped oscillator. If β2 = ω2, we will have a
critically damped solution. Lastly, if β2 < ω2, we will have an underdamped oscillation,
which is the exact case happening in the MOT who slows the speed of the atoms close to
zero. Solutions to the underdamped case look something like:
x(t) = C1e
λit + C2e
−λit = Ae−βtcos(ω1t + σ) (13)
where λ is the solution to the auxiliary equation, A is the amplitude of the wave, σ is
some phase shift, and ω1 is the angular frequency given as:
ω21 = ω
2
0 − β (14)
This equation is the same as the angle of a pendulum with drag, but with instead of x we
have θ for the angle of the pendulum as follows:
θ = θoe
−βtcos(ω1t+ σ) (15)
Fig 4(b) is a free body diagram of the pendulum with drag. The velocity of these particles
is mapped by the derivative of Eq. 13 as follows:
ẋ(t) = Aβe−βtcos(ω1t− σ) + Aωe−βtsin(ω1t− σ) (16)
x(t) is seen in Fig. 5 where the amplitude of the wave is damped close to zero. Here, the
force proportional to position leads to restoring, or trapping, of the mass about the defined
zero and the term proportional to velocity, the viscous damping force, characterizes the
exponential decay of the amplitude.
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Figure 5. (a) An illustration of a damped harmonic oscillator as a mass attached to a spring. (b)
The position of the mass as a function of time, x(t), and solutions to Newton’s second law. Note
the decaying amplitude and a restoring of the signal about x = 0.
C. Equating the MOT to the Damped Harmonic Oscillator
The purpose of this section is equate the equations of motion for the atoms in the MOT
to that of the Damped Harmonic Oscillator. This can be broken up into two major sections:
(1) a section on the cooling of the atoms (this will be a review of BSU graduate Danial
Blais’ work) and (2) a section on the trapping, or spatial confinement, of the atoms that I
have worked through. Putting these two sections together shows that when the Rb atoms
are subject to precisely controlled counter propagating lasers in a spatially varying external
magnetic field, Fig 4(c), is nothing more than a damped harmonic oscillator, Fig 4. Thus,
the equations for motion of cold atoms is mathematically equivalent to a child on a swing
set, Fig 2
Within a MOT, the mass is replaced by an atom and x(t), Eq 13, describes the position
and amplitude of the atom’s motion. Through kinetic theory [8], the atom’s kinetic energy,
proportional to the velocity, is related to the temperature of the atom.
Cooling/Damping:
In the MOT, the viscous damping term is provided by detuned (red shifted below an atomic
resonance) counter propagating lasers (see the arrow connecting the dashpot to the lasers
in Fig 6). Here atoms moving with velocity toward the incoming laser beam preferentially
scatter blue-shifted light (in the atom’s frame) resulting in a momentum kick opposing the
atom’s velocity. The overall viscous damping, provided by detuned counter propagating
10
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Figure 6. Figure showing that a mass attached to a spring with damping is equivalent to the
MOT. The top arrow is showing that the spring force is equivalent to the magnetic confinement of
the atoms, and the bottom arrow shows that the dashpot (damping) is equivalent to the velocity
damping done by the circularly polarized lasers.
laser beams in three orthogonal directions [1], [9] (see Fig. 1), slows the atoms by constantly
changing the momentum, thereby cooling them.
Trapping/Restoring:
To provide trapping, a restoring term proportional to the atom’s position must be provided.
This is accomplished by the application of an external quadrupole magnetic field system
created by anti-Helmholtz coils (see the arrow connecting the spring to the magnetic coils
in Fig 6). Fig 9 is a schematic of the anti-Helmholtz coils and polarization control needed
for cold atom confinement. Anti-Helmholtz coils are chosen because in an external magnetic
field, electronic atomic energy levels are linearly Zeeman shifted proportional to the strength
of the field. In this configuration, the magnetic field strength is linear about zero at the
traps center providing positionally dependent-resonant scattering. This position-dependent
scattering, along with polarization control (see Fig. 9), provides a 3-D linear restoring force
by preferential absorption and scattering of atoms about the trap center. The preferential
scattering acts as a spring that restores the cold atoms to the trap’s center, Fig. 10.
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D. Laser Damping Force
First, please note to see this explanation in greater detail see D. Blais’ thesis on Laser
Cooling of Rb Atoms where he does a full derivation of the damping force made by the
lasers.
Figure 7. This is an illustration of six laser beams which are three orthogonal counter propagating
overlapping laser beams [10].
This section will explain how the lasers in a MOT have the same mathematics as the
dashpot of the mass attached to the spring. Let us consider the simplest case, an atom with
a single energy transition in one dimension. When a photon of momentum ~p = h̄~k (where ~k
is the wave vector; k = 2π
λ
and λ is the wavelength) is absorbed by the atom, the magnitude
and direction are transferred to the atom. The photons momentum changes the velocity
of the atom. Known as the recoil velocity vrec =
h̄k
M
(where M is the mass of the atom),
it has been reported to be about 0.6 cm/s [9]. The absorption is immediately followed by
the emission of a photon in a random direction. Kowalski argues that this random emission
cause ’no net change of momentum on average’ [9], so all the change in momentum is caused
by the absorption.
If this atom is moving with a velocity ẋ, only considering a single dimension, propagating
against a laser of frequency ωL tuned below the atomic resonance frequency ω0, then the
atom will see the laser frequency Doppler shifted:
ω = ωL − ~kẋ (17)
12
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closer to the atomic resonance. The atom will then absorb the photon, and it’s net velocity
will be decreased. This detuning of the laser is done in all Cartesian directions in order to
achieve three dimensional cooling of the atoms.
The net force ~F applied by a single laser beam on the moving atom directly depends on
the scattering rate of photons ΓSC :




1 + S + [2(δ + ωD)/γ]2
(19)
where S = I/IS is the saturation parameter, I is the lights intensity, IS = πhcγ/3λ
3 is
the saturation intensity of the transition, γ is the decay rate, ωD = −~kẋ is the Doppler shift,
and δ = ωL − ω0 is the detuning frequency. In the 1D case, two beams are fired in counter-
propagating directions applying this force in both the positive and negative directions. The





1 + S + [2(δ ∓ ωD/γ]2
(20)
This FOM acts as a damping force to the moving atom, but is only linear for a small range
of velocities (that close to zero). After preforming a Taylor series expansion ignoring higher
order terms, we yield a force as:
~FOM ≈
8h̄k2δSẋ
γ[1 + S + (2δ/γ)2]2
(21)
This can be simplified to:
~FOM ≈ −αẋ (22)
where α is all of the coefficients in Eq 21. With only the lasers, our final equation is called
optical molasses (OM) [10].
Here, we can follow a simplification of ~FOM made by Foot [10] to better understand the
mechanics. Foot’s idea is that the Fscatt is max when the laser light matches the resonance,
and is symmetric about the resonance. As mentioned above, over infinitely many scatterings,
the decays are spherically symmetric thus giving no net push; however, there is a net push
from the absorbed photons in the direction of the force. Foot argues that the sum ~FOM is
simplified to:
Fmolasses = Fscatt((ω − kẋ)− ω0)− Fscatt((ω + kẋ)− ω0) (23)
13
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Here, the Fscatt is in terms of ω, the frequency of the laser, ω0, the resonance frequency of
the atoms, kẋ, a shift in the momentum of the atoms. This means that the force applied
to the atoms under optical molasses is the difference of the doppler shifted force applied
when moving away (−kẋ) to the doppler shifted force applied when moving towards (kẋ)
the center. If we do a Taylor series of this force, assuming the atoms are slow, the higher
order terms of the expansion of Eq. 23 can be ignored yielding:
Fmolasses ≈ Fscatt(ω − ω0)− kẋ
∂F
∂ω









Throwing all variables scaling ẋ into α yields the shortened equation:
~FOM ≈ −αẋ (26)










This force doesn’t provide stable trapping of the Rb atoms, but does act to slow/cool the
atoms [9].
E. Magnetic Linear Restoring Force
This section will show that atoms subject to a spatial dependent Zeeman shifting inter-
acting with circularly polarized counter propogating laser beams have the same mathematics
as adding a spring in the mass attached to the spring with damping. Once again (following
Foot closely), let’s consider a 1D model consisting of two laser beams of opposite polariza-
tion (right σ+ and left σ−) counterpropagating along a common axis, Fig 8. Anti-Helmholtz
coils are placed orthogonal to the common axis, creating a coaxial inhomogeneous magnetic
field. Simple atoms of two hyperfine transitions are within a gas cell along the common
axis. Circularly polarized light has the property of only allowing the atom to transition with
14
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∆mF = ±1. With this magnetic field applied, the hyperfine state F splits in 2F + 1 sub-
levels. This is called the Zeeman shift and is proportional to the atoms magnetic quantum
number mF and the the B field:
∆EmF = gFµFBmF , (mF = 0,±1, ...,±F ) (28)
where gF is the Lande factor, µF is the Bohr magneton, and B is the magnitude of the
magnetic field. The magnetic field of constant gradient ∂B/∂x causes the sublevel splitting
to be linear with x.
Figure 8. Shows 1D magnetic confinement of an Rb atom (in x rather than in z). Lasers of opposite
circular polarization are shone in counterpropagting directions. The magnetic coils apply a field of
quadrupole symmetry with a magnitude of zero in the traps center. Figure from [9].
If an atom approaches from the left, the B field will have a negative value and the beam
will be σ+ polarized. When the beam is detuned, the transition to the excited sublevel is
mostly done by the σ+ light. This means that momentum transfers along the σ+ beam
toward the center of the trap where the σ− is more detuned. Over time, the atom will be
pushed toward the center where B = 0.
Fig 10 illustrates this process, showing the Zeeman shifted F . Here, the MJ quantum
number is Zeeman shifted linearly, but we must first must consider the magnetic moment of
the Rb atom as follows:
µ = −gJµBJ (29)
In an external magnetic field, the interaction of the electron and the magnetic field is given
by the Hamiltonian:
H = gJµBJ ·B (30)
15
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Figure 9. Illustration [10] of three-dimensional magnetic confinement of neutral atoms by shin-
ing three mutually orthogonal counter-propagating circularly polarized beams through an anti-
Helmholtz coil.
Figure 10. Illustration [10] of electronic Zeeman shifiting of neutral atoms in the linear region of a
1-D quadropole magenetic field. Along with polarization control, pereferential scatter can lead to
a linear restoring of atoms to the trap center.
where B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. In order to calculate the expectation value
of the Hamiltonian in Eq 30 we must consider the basis |LSJMJ >. In this vector model,
we project the magnetic moment onto J which yields a Hamiltonian as follows:
HZE = −
< ν · J >
J(J + 1)
J ·B = < L · J > +gs < S · J >
J(J + 1)
µBBJz (31)
It is important to note that in the vector model the quantities in angled brackets are time
16
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averages, and in the quantum description they are expectation values. Considering Eq. 31
in the vector model, we can simplify as follows:
EZE = gJµBBMJ (32)
where the Lande g-factor is gJ =
<L·J>+gs<S·J>
J(J+1)
. If we assume that gs ≈ 2 we can simplify





S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
(33)
Again, we can follow a simplification made by Foot [10]. He argues that the force on the
atoms in a MOT is given by:
FMOT = F
σ+
scatt((ω − kẋ)− (ω0 + βx))− F σ
−
scatt((ω + kẋ)− (ω0 − βx)) (34)
where βx is the spatial resonant frequency shift caused by the Zeeman shift. Significantly,
the physical difference between 34 (MOT with the external magnetic field) and 23 (optical
molasses without the magnetic field) is that spatially depended reasonance frequecy about
the traps center x = 0 is added. Again, preforming a Taylor series ignoring the higher order
























(kẋ+ βx) = −αẋ− αβ
k
x (37)
As you can see, this is the same equation for a damped harmonic oscillator:∑
Fspring = −cẋ− kx (38)∑




Therefore, we have derived that the mathematical equations of motion for the atoms in a
MOT is the same as that for a damped harmonic oscillator (either a mass/dashpot/spring or
as swing/drag/gravity). In 3D, Fig. 9, this is done by shining opposite circularly polarized
counterpropagating beams along all Cartesian axis’ through anti-Helmholtz coils, allowing
for 3D confinement of the Rb atoms.
17
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III. EXPERIMENT
Figure 11. A schematic of ColdQuanta’s miniMOT with λ/4 preserving mirror and 45 degree
mirror prism attached
Figure 12. This is a diagram of the periscope plate with the following parts: (1) Fiber port
(2) Aspherical Lens (3) λ/2 Wave-Plate (4) 50/50 Polarizing Preserving Beam Splitter (5) λ/4
Wave-Plate (6) 90 degree mirror
A. Implemented Design
Our plan is to use ColdQuanta’s miniMOT and create a system of mirrors, polarizing
preserving beam splitters, and wave plates to optically cool and trap the Rubidium atoms in
the gas cell. Using ThorLabs materials, we built a ”periscope plate”, Fig. A5A4, using cage
mounted beam splitter and wave plates to control the power and polarization of the beam
18
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Figure 13. This is a diagram of the periscope plate and miniMOT.
along the x-y-z axis. We then fiber coupled together our new Toptica DL pro 780nm laser
and the old Toptica 780nm laser to use as the trapping and a repump laser, respectively.
The lasers are piped across the room to the miniMOT system where the beam is then
collimated to about 1cm and sent through a series of wave plates and polarizing preserving
beam splitters. Once complete, and after optimization, we will laser cool and trap Rb atoms
in a system with a very small footprint.
B. ColdQuanta’s MiniMOT
In order to make the above design possible, Fig 13, we are using ColdQuanta’s miniMOT
which has both an internal vacuum chamber and anti-helmholtz magnetic coils attached.
Based on the data sheet provided on the ColdQuanta website, the Rb cell has an AR couting
with vacuum quality of < 10nTorr, and a Magnetic field from the ion pump of < 0.5 Gauss.
C. Fiber Coupling
Prior to the MassTech LEAP grant, BSU used free space optics to control the beam
and bring it to the MOT. With the help of Prof. Serna and the new equipment from the
19
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MassTech LEAP and Gentec-EO Laser Lab Awards 2020, we were able to fiber couple our
Toptica DC110 into a multimode fiber. This was done by using a 780nm fiber coupled beam
collimator, seen in Fig A6. This allowed us to pipe the fiber into our new periscope plate
system. During the application of the fiber to the free space laser, we measured the beam
profile (a two dimensional profile of the irradiance of the laser beam) using a visble CCD
beam profile won by Prof. Serna (Gentec-EO Laser Lab Awards 2020).
Though not entirely clear, the beam profile of the Toptica DC110 is supposed to be
elliptical, yet Fig 14 shows that it is nearly so or Gaussian.
Figure 14. This is a picture of the free space Toptica DC110 laser of the CCD beam profiler.
We chose to use a multimode fiber because we had a lot of trouble coupling the free
space laser into a single mode fiber. In a single mode fiber, the fiber core is small enough
such that only one transverse mode of the laser will ”fit” inside. This is usually the pure
Gaussian mode. Because we were receiving output power on the order of micro Watts, we
opted to use a multimode fiber. Within a multimode fiber, the core diameter is much larger
than that of a single mode fiber. This means that means that it is easier, in terms of the
numerical aperture, to couple the light into it. We where able to do this very quickly, noting
an almost 100% transmission of power.
As you can see in Fig 15, the profile is much more complicated from the multimode fiber.
In addition to the Gausian mode, higher order transverse modes are transmitted through
the fiber, yielding a more complex beam profile.
Using the multimode fiber light, we where able to observe Rb fluorescence on resonance,
seen in Fig 16. However, further experiments need to be done to test how these higher order
modes effect the operation of the trapping aspect of the MOT. This is because in order for
Rb to transition from 5s to 5p Zeeman shifted levels, the light is required to be circularly
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Figure 15. This is a picture of the multimode fiber output of the CCD beam profiler.
polarized and it is not yet clear how the multimodes will contribute to this polarization.
Our hope is that this will be the topic of future research in the group.
IV. EXPECTED RESULTS
Figure 16. This is a figure of the three beams from the periscope plate crossing through a Rb gas
cell. (a) Laser from the left (b) Laser from the left (c) Laser from the bottom (d) Three beams
crossing
Once MOT construction is complete, using techniques I have already become experienced
with in the lab, I will make the first measurements characterizing the cold atoms. Using the
time-of-flight procedure (TOF) [11], [12], we will be able to produce the velocity distribution
related to the temperature of the atoms. Here the trapped atoms in the MOT are ‘dropped’
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by blocking the trapping laser beam. Irradiance from the cold atoms as they fall through
an on-resonance probe laser (a system I led in developing), spanning the length of the
chamber and below the MOT trap, leads to velocity distributions from which atom and
trap temperatures can be estimated. My probe laser system will also be used to collect the
absorption spectra of the atoms trapped at the center. These Doppler broadened spectra
will be used to confirm the temperature estimated from the velocity distributions. Lastly,
using a sensitive CCD camera, an estimate of the number of atoms loaded into the trap
will be made. This is done by measuring the irradiance of trapped atoms using a shuttering
technique (blocking and unblocking of the trapping beams as a function of timed delay).
For our rubidium system, we expect to trap on the order of 106 atoms and temperature on
the order of 102µK [1], [12].
Fig 16 is an image of the three intersecting beams through a Rb gas cell. This is the final
stage of our experiment, and, once the miniMOT is implemented, will be used for the laser
cooling and trapping of Rb atoms.
V. CONCLUSION
After reading this, I hope you understand that a MOT is mathematically equivalent to
the damped harmonic oscillator. Dr Deveney and I’s work toward the first magneto-optical
trap at BSU will help further students study and be the basis for advanced labs in the future.
I hope that after I graduate, a student will take on this project in order to be the first one
to create cold atoms in BSU history. Dr D and I came very close over the last semester,
but, because of covid, had to halt our research until recently.
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VII. APPENDIX
A. miniMOT Parts List
Figure A1. This is a image of all the parts we ordered with the MassTech LEAP grant for the
construction of the miniMOT. Note: this is the new optical equipment purchased for this aspect
of the experiment.
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B. Pictures of miniMOT Construction
This section will be a section of pictures of me putting together the miniMOT.
Figure A2. This is an image of the parts purchased to make the miniMOT.
Figure A3. This is a picture of me holding the half assembled pariscope plate.
Figure A4. This is a picture of me looking into the completed periscope plate.
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Figure A5. This is a picture of the completed periscope.
Figure A6. This is a picture of Jon and I fiber coupling the 780nm laser into a PC fiber.
Figure A7. This is a picture of the setup we used to cross three of the beam from the fiber output.
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Figure A8. This is a picture of the fiber coupled laser going through the periscope plate.
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